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Conference Series is organizing “World Congress on Women Oncology & 

Care” which is going to be held on 13- 14 April 2020 at Tokyo, Japan. The 

conference will cover the fields related to cancer and oncology, its 

preventions and the management. The goal of studying cancer is to develop 

safe and effective methods to prevent, detect, diagnose, treat, and, 

ultimately, cure the many diseases cancer cells. Frontier in cancer 

conference will have two days conversation on techniques and methods 

which will be administered in cancer and in addition to explore the frontiers 

and ideas on worldwide scale. Points include cancer therapy and treatment, 

cancer awareness and survival, alternate medicine in cancer research, 

surgical oncology, radiation oncology, innovation in cancer research. 

To provide a strong expert development probability for early career 

academicians-meeting professionals awards in different classes are 

introduced such as: 

Expert Level award recognizes oncologists for their excellence in 

practice and for the significant contribution that they make to their 

professions, their teams and their patients through their practice, leadership 

or research endeavor. 

Professional Level award seeks to recognize oncologist in a hospital, 

clinic, who has made an outstanding contribution to cancer care. We are 

looking for an individual that has made a real difference to the provision of 

care in their practice or hospital. 

Women Scientist award seeks offering modern oncology research 

initiatives with an in-depth evaluation. From universities/ industries we are 

experienced to join the meeting. We are happy to encourage our women 

scientist’s participants through oncology research awards and aid with 

women scholars in career development and research guidance through our 

collaborations. 

Scholar Level award is for individuals in recognition of excellent 

performance in terms of scientific publications or presentations during the 

early stage of their scientific career. These award excellent efforts by health 

professionals in the field of oncologists. 

Outstanding Speaker award grant looks for an oncologist for 

extraordinary accomplishments in upgrading malignant growth wellbeing and 

clinical practice. The winner of this award is actively involved in the cancer 

and has an outstanding track record of sharing their expertise with other 

health care professionals as documented by presentations and/or authorship 

of books, articles and reference materials. 
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Best Keynote Speaker award is given to individuals for excellence in cancer 

for a long span of years and having impact in the cancer research projects, 

trainings and who has made real difference in the field of oncology. 

Best Poster Presentation award has been recognizing good quality 

research in the field of oncology presented at Women oncology 2020. 

Outstanding Thesis award acknowledges an oncology scientific contribution 

from a doctoral thesis in cancer health who will present their projects and 

thesis that have been applied to enhance long-term excellence in the field of 

frontier in cancer. 

Women Oncology 2020 is witnessed an amalgamation of peerless 

speakers who enlightened the crowd with their knowledge and confabulated 

on various new-fangled topics related to the field of Oncology and Cancer 

with namely EWA Telka, Assistant in Department of Radiotherapy in Gliwice 

Cancer Centre Institute, Poland. 
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